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Safe branches, smart design
KeBin S10
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Whenever money is involved, security plays a particularly important role. This is 
especially true for 24/7-hour self-service foyers, where your customers enjoy self-
service transactions around the clock.

Whether cash deposit or withdrawal, bank transfer or currency exchange: the 
perceived security of your customers has a direct effect on the usage rate and 
therefore on the efficiency of your self-service machines - even and especially in 
unoccupied branches.

KeBin S10, KEBA‘s smart foyer and access management system, reliably controls 
the access to your self-service zone and offers your customers maximum security.

SECURITY 
for your foyer

Data protection for your customers: 
KeBin S10 processes personal data 
GDPR-compliant

Customers who feel safe and sound 
  in your branch, will return with pleasure.
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Safe technology, state-of-the-art design

The clear design of the KeBin S10 blends perfectly into almost any façade design and harmonizes 
with any architecture - whether historic building or modern architecture. The high-quality glass front 
not only protects against dirt but also against skimming attacks. Skimming superstructures can be 
immediately detected as foreign objects, making KEBA‘s access and foyer management system 
unappealing for criminals.

Thanks to integrated manipulation protection, the KeBin S10 reliably detects (attempted) disassemblies 
of the door module and pauses the operation. The data of your customers is also secure: personal 
data is transmitted in encrypted form following the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The 
data is not processed at the door module but securely in the central unit in your server room.

Transparency in the event of damage: If necessary, the data can be viewed by authorized staff to 
clarify irregularities. The encrypted card data can be integrated into your video surveillance system 
both serially and over the network.
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The sum of state-of-the-art technology, timeless design and innovative strength makes the KeBin S10 an 
economically secure solution: full investment security included. Thanks to best-in-class technology and highly 
available industrial components, KEBAs access management system is more powerful than ever before.

With the KeBin S10, you are ideally prepared for future requirements. The central unit can be retrofitted at any time 
with additional slots for other applications that are still unknown today.

Safe for tomorrow‘s world

HIGHEST OPERATING COMFORT  
for all users

The simple design of the KeBin S10 is clearly structured and therefore intuitively under-
standable. The audio-visual user guidance with icons, integrated LEDs and audio feedback 
ensures easy operation.

All modern authentication options are available to your customers: magnetic strip, chip or 
contactless thanks to NFC technology. The contactless function enables visually impaired 
people, in particular, to authenticate at the door module quickly and easily.

The KeBin S10 supports barrier-free access to your foyer. If the KeBin S10 cannot be 
mounted on the building facade, the optional pedestal guarantees an installation in which 
the operating heights are adapted to the needs of wheelchair users.
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The door module of the previous generation 
can be easily exchanged with that of the KeBin S10

For your employees, the smooth installation of new 
systems and the straight forward replacement of old 
systems is easy to handle. The KeBin S10 is therefore 
quickly ready for operation in your branch.

All activities required for operation can be carried out by 
you and your employees. In the event of a malfunction, 
detailed information can quickly be retrieved remotely. 
Service costs are therefore significantly minimized - with 
the corresponding network connection of the KeBin 
system.

Easy installation and 
                minimal service costs 
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KeBin S10 can be controlled easily and conveniently via 

the clearly structured web interface in the browser. A 

customizable dashboard on the start screen shows all 

the information at a glance which is particularly relevant 

for you. This helps you keep an overview.

Thanks to the network connection, the smart foyer 

management system can be conveniently controlled 

from the office. Access authorizations and access times 

can be configured easily and uncomplicatedly - even 

remotely. 

Your advantages with 
KeBin S10

Modern 
authentication

GDPR-compliant 
data processing

Smart control 
of room elements

Simple, remote control

Future safe due 
to extendibility  
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SMART CONTROL,  
easy to operate

Comprehensive logging ensures traceable accesses. 

Your branch staff can use the integrated calendar 

function not only to choose weekday-specific opening 

times but also to conveniently manage special opening 

hours in advance, e.g. due to a city festival.

An event is only intended for a specific customer group? 

The KeBin S10 makes it possible to compile different 

customer groups with different access authorizations. 

This allows you to control which customers have access 

to your self-service foyer and when.

Thanks to intelligent IoT interfaces, you can control 

room elements such as lighting with the KeBin S10 as 

well. If, for example, your customer is recognized as an 

authorized person at the door during authentication, the 

light switches on automatically after 6 pm. Background 

music or advertising can also be activated. KeBin S10 

therefore creates a pleasant and friendly atmosphere for 

your customers even in unoccupied branches.  

Access authorizations and opening hours 
can be easily managed in the user-friendly 
web interface 
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Fit for the future 
with KEBA.

www.keba.com/kebin

Founded in 1968, KEBA AG is an internationally successful electronics 
company based in Linz/Austria with subsidiaries around the world. 

In line with its credo, “Automation by innovation”, KEBA has been 
developing and producing inventive, top-quality automation solutions for 
50 years for industrial, banking, services and energy automation branches. 
Indeed, as a result of competence, experience and courage, KEBA is the 
technology and innovation leader in its market segments. Extensive 
development and production expertise represents a guarantee 
for the highest quality.


